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ABSTRACT:
It is very simple and easy to purchase and download
ebooks through the Internet. People usually store their
e-books as files in computer or storage devices. When,
the collection of books grows, retrieval and classification becomes a nightmare. Managing e-books as a
personal collection or in a library is not an easy task.
Information and Communication Technology is a big
challenge for modern libraries, reading habits and requirements of the library users are changing day to
day. Libraries should provide access e-resources to the
users in addition to the conventional book lending, users should be given access to e-books.
This article explains ebooks benefits and how to manage e-books in a library using calibre e-book management software. Calibre is a highly user friendly personal
e-book manager and this is a free software can be used
in libraries for developing e-book based content server,
archiving news, converting e-book formats etc. It is an
absolutely fantastic application for organizing ebook
collection. It supports 22 ebook formats with customized output for dozens of specific ebook readers. On
top of all that Calibre is open source and available for
Windows, Mac, and Linux operating systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
The idea of using books in a digital format is not new,
Project Gutenberg, which was initiated by Michael Hart
in 1971 at the University of Illinois, is considered one of
the first steps in this direction. During the 1990s, several companies began selling books on CDs, but they
had limited success as CD-ROM. In 2000, Stephen King
became the first important writer to launch a novella
exclusively in electronic format. This e-book registered
thousands of downloads via Amazon and Barnes & Noble. The real boom of e-books came into force during
2007 when Amazon and Sony launched devices specially designed for reading this type of content.

An electronic book is commonly referred to as an ebook, and is simply a print book in an electronic format. E-books can be produced in numerous formats
that range from very basic text files to well structured,
purpose built files that use one of the emerging standards for e-books such as the ePub and Adobe PDF
standards. E-books can be delivered or accessed via a
number of channels.
Common delivery methods are Ebook online stores,
publishers, repositories, simple downloads, apps, email
and electronic library. E-books are viewed using an ebook reader, which may either be traditional desktop
software or by using a mobile device. There is no need
of physical space and e-books cannot be damaged or
mutilated; stock taking or missing will not be a problem. The most important advantage is that, the same
book can be used by many users at a time.
College Libraries have been playing the role of a provider of learning resources to the users like teaching
staff, students and research scholars. Drastic changes
in the technology and the way internet is evolving
has changed the attitude of users towards learning eresources. The role of engineering college libraries as
a facilitator by providing access to the electronic resources like e-journals, e-books, NPEL materials (Video
lectures, PDF lectures, Text of video lectures etc.) and
other open courseware using the modern technology
is widely encouraged.
The past few years have seen a growth in the provision of electronic resources in the academic libraries, eBooks and eJournals have rapidly gained acceptance among academic libraries and their users. This
sharp growth has occurred for a variety of reasons
and eBooks have allowed libraries to continue to acquire new content despite tighter budgets and limited
physical space.
There are many applications for managing music, pictures and documents online or at one’s desktop. But,
E-book management applications are very rare. We all
are usually storing e-books as files in computer or storage devices. Managing e-books as a personal collection
or in a library is not an easy task.
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2. E-BOOK DEFINITION:
According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, an
eBook is “a book composed in or converted to digital
format for display on a computer screen or handheld
device.” In other words, it’s a book made to be read
on an electronic device (Kindle, Nook, iPad, etc.). While
most eBooks look more or less the same as traditional
ink-and-paper books, some have videos, sound files, or
other additional content embedded in them. EBook is
short for “electronic book.”

3. ADVANTAGES OF EBOOKS:
1.It is possible to purchase an ebook 24 hours a day,
every day of the year.
2.We can purchase, download and start reading e book
within few minutes sitting in front of the Computer and
need not to go to a bookstore to buy them.
3.No paper is required to manufacture pages of
ebooks.
4.Ebooks take up less space to stores thousands of
ebooks on computer.
5.Users can read ebooks everywhere, on travel like
bus, train, airplane etc.
6.Ebooks are more safely stored and carried from one
place to another, than ordinary books.
7.Fonts in ebooks can be resized, making it easier to
read for people with eye disabilities.
8.Ebooks are portable and can carry a whole library of
hundreds of books with us, on CD, or in a laptop, notebook and any ebook reader, without worrying about
weight
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14.Since ebooks are delivered through the Internet,
there are no packing and shipping expenses.
15.Ebooks are easily updateable, for correcting errors and adding information.
16.Ebooks are free. The magnificent work of Project Gutenberg, and other online public libraries, allow readers to read
the classics at no cost.
17.Ebooks are very easy to sell and distribute.
18.People living in cities and in a remote village, can equally
access an ebook.
19.Ebooks are good for the environment. Ebooks save trees
Nowadays, we can find ebooks about every possible subject,

4. E-BOOK READERS:
All e-book file formats require software to display the contents
of an e-book. The software may run on one of three platforms,
Desktop mobile devices and dedicated e-book readers.

5. DESKTOP SOFTWARE READERS:
E-books can be read on a computer using e-book reading software designed to display various e-book file formats. Below
mentioned some of the popular software readers and their associated supported file formats:

CALIBRE:
CBZ, CBR, CBC, CHM, EPUB, FB2, HTML, LIT, LRF, MOBI, ODT,
PDF, PRC, PDB, PML, RB, RTF, SNB, TCR, TXT

STANZA:
DRM-free Amazon Kindle, Mobipocket, Microsoft LIT, and
PalmDoc, as well as Microsoft Word, Rich Text Format, HTML,
and PDF

MOBIPOCKET READER:

9.When we need certain information, we can get it immediately, by downloading an ebook.

mobipocket, plain text, PDB, Microsoft Office, EPUB, HTML

10.Nowadays many ebooks are sold with discounts

ADOBE READER:

11.Ebooks can show links, for easy access to more information and related websites.
12.Ebooks are searchable and can easily search for any
information in an ebook, instead of turning pages.
13.Ebooks can be interactive and contain audio, video
and animations, which can enhance the message that
the author is trying to convey.

Adobe PDF.

6. E-BOOK SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT:
Many e-books are available in the internet, we need an
application which can be used for managing the ebook
collection. Important among them are eBook management Library Software, KooBits, Blio, Alpha eBooks
Manager, All My Books, Calibre, GutenPy.
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These applications are managing collection of e books;
create cataloge, read e-book etc. For example, GutenPy is a good application to make use of the wonderful
collection offered by the Project Gutenberg. Compared
to other e-book software, many advantages are there
in Calibre is an application that is used for managing
our eBook files. We can think of our own personal automated library and can import the eBook files automatically sorts out for us, allowing users to quickly search
for the books. This program sorts ebooks, allows users
to access them quickly and makes it easy to transfer
books to various eReaders.
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It can also talk to many ebook reader devices. It can go
out to the Internet and fetch metadata for your books.
It can download newspapers and convert them into
ebooks for convenient reading. It is cross platform,
running on Linux, Windows and OS X. The below figure
represents main window of Calibre.

7. CALIBRE E-BOOK SOFTWARE:
Kovid Goyal, the developer of the calibre software defines it as a free and open source e-book library management application developed by users of e-books for
user of e-books. Compare to the other digital library
applications and library automation software, Calibre is
very simple and its design is very attractive and almost
all the major options are accessible right from the main
window. Today calibre is a vibrant open-source community with half a dozen developers and many testers
and bug reporters. It is used in over 200 countries and
has been translated into a dozen different languages
by volunteers. calibre has become a comprehensive
tool for the management of digital texts.
We can say calibre is personal and ebook management
library software. Once we add our books to the software it will allow us to sort by title, author, series, publish date, the publisher or even the date we added it to
the software or the size of the file. We can also able to
edit all of this information (for example, we can correct
an eBook with the authors name spelled incorrectly, or
add the name of the publisher if it hasn’t been included). Calibre also allows us to add custom tags, specific
groups of books. We can also give eBooks ratings so
we can remember books.
Calibre is a comprehensive suite of tools for e-book requirements designed in a user friendly interface. It has
got a all-in-one reader, e-book converter, news fetcher,
manager and utility to share the library over internet
and a single application which offers all these utilities.
An important feature of calibre is it’s simplicity and
user friendliness. Users require no prior training or introduction in using calibre. Calibre is available free of
cost under the GNU General Public License v3, and it is
available in Linux, Windows and Macintosh platforms.
Calibre can be downloaded from the website http://calibre-e-book.com/download calibre is an ebook library
manager. It can view, convert and catalog ebooks in
most of the major ebook formats.

8. ADD BOOKS:
The Add books action has six variations accessed by
doing a right-click on the button. e-books are added to
the collection by individually selecting the items. But
in calibre, the task of adding books to the collection is
simple and the same can be done in bulk also. To add
multiple books to the collection, or same book in multiple e-book formats, click on the add book icon from
the main window, and then select the required option
from the pop up list. The list provides addition of books
in bulk. Collection of e-books in multiple formats gets
added automatically within seconds.
Calibre provides one more option to add e-books to the
collection. Set up a directory to store e-books and provide name of that directory in the preference. Any file
put into the folder will be automatically added to the ebook library. Calibre needs to be rebooted to get these
books added to the collection. Advanced features in
the preference window helps checking duplication of
uploaded files with the e-books already in the collection. Converting the e-book in to a given format
while automatically adding to the library can also
be attained by selecting the appropriate option in
the settings.
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9. EDIT METADATA:
THE Edit metadata action has four variations which
can be accessed by doing a right-click on the button.
Calibre manages its collection using e-book metadata.
Calibre is intelligent enough to fetch metadata from
the e-books added. In addition to the embedded metadata, calibre attempts to go out to the internet to fetch
metadata on the basis of available identifiers like ISBN,
Amazon book id, Google id or Gutenberg id. Metadata
of books can be edited easily from the main window.
Bulk editing of the metadata is also possible in calibre.
Search and replace tab in metadata edit window let
bulk editing of metadata more convenient and time
saving.. Downloaded metadata includes many details
including comments contents etc. Another feature of
calibre is that it allows customization of available metadata fields In addition.
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Start Content Server: Starts calibre‘s built-in web server. When started, your calibre library will be accessible
via a web browser from the Internet. E-books in the
library collection can be shared in many ways.
One method is to directly sync with user’s reading
device like smart phones, tablet or commercial e-book
readers. Calibre will detect most of the major
e-book reading devices and android based tablets
and phones. While transferring the e-book to the user’s device, it can identify and convert according to the
device supported format. This facility will be of great
use as librarians can provide e-books to the users in the
format supported by their reading devices.

11. FETCH NEWS:
Downloading news from the web and converting it
into e-book Calibre can be used for downloading the
news from websites and the same can be converted
to an e-book. Users can add more news sources
through plugins, and these plugins can be added to the
calibre software by sending it to the developers. Calibre has the feature to schedule it on the basis
of periodicity and download items at a preferred time
of the day. Librarian can send these downloaded news
items to the users on the basis of their interest right
from the calibre window.

feature of calibre is that it allows customization of
available metadata fields In addition to the fields available; we can add custom fields through settings in the
preference window. For example, by default calibre
doesn’t have the branch/subject name field. In order
to add an additional field go to the preferences, and
add custom fields by choosing add our own columns
option. The below figure represents edit metadata and
custom metadata.

10. CONTENT SERVER:
The Connect/Share actions allow us to manually connect to a device or folder on our computer. It also allows
to set up calibre library for access via a web browser
or email. The Connect/Share action has four variations,
accessed by doing a right-click on the button.

12. CALIBRE SOFTWARE IN ENGINEERING COLLEGE LIBRARIES:
Calibre is actually designed to be used as personal ebook managing software. The built-in features like
web server, email server, metadata harvesting and the
control over metadata qualifies this as a good tool in libraries. Many services like Project Gutenberg provides
e-books free of cost, and there are DRM Free e-books.
NPTEL pdf lectures/text of video lectures, previous
year question papers and other open course materials
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which can be stored in the calibre software so that users can access through LAN within the campus, read at
library or copy and read it at their convenience. We can
also create into the series field with branch name like
Computer Science Engineering, Electrical engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering and Aeronautical Engineering etc.
as per availability branches in our colleges so that users can easily find out one particular branch books or
material. In engineering colleges libraries are providing
NPTEL PDF materials and previous year question paper
to the students and staff so here also we can create
into the series field as NPTEL PDF Material/NPTEL Text
of video lecture/Question papers so that users can easily find out these materials from the software. In tag
field also we can create subject name so that all the
subject related books or materials can find out easily in
the search field by entering the subject name.
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14. CONCLUSION:
Electronic collections are growing signiﬁcantly and are
still in a period of remarkable expansion. The large publisher- and subject-based collections of e-books and ejournals are now available in electronic formats. Many
users prefer to access the latest journal issues access
to electronic publications.
Today, the online learning environment is a popular and
increase in availability of ebooks made accessible, online reading with more convenient. Academic libraries
to be provide accessibility to the users to read ebooks
and other electronic content according to their expectations.
Calibre plays an important tool in academic libraries
and must know tool for librarians to maintain e-books
in academic libraries.
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